
The CM Presentation Content
Through a mix of theory and practical communications the CM Presentation

will show you how to use each pillar of wellness effectively and how to adapt
this into your work.  

 The presentation focuses on our main pillars of health: 
Movement – Mindfulness – Nutrition – Hydration – Sleep. 

You will also have the opportunity to find out your own wellness score and
learn ways to manage stress from a physical & mental standpoint within a
workplace.   We will work with your companies values, and show simple

effective ways to make wellness a standard for you and your work
environment.           

 The CM Presentation Team
Chris or Marnie will be your presenters and will briefly go over their own

personal story of wellness, to show no matter who you are, what you have
been through in your life, that making wellness a standard daily, will set up a

healthy & happy life which can translate to a productive workplace. The
presentation can go for 60-90 minutes.  (Depending on your schedule)   

PROGRAM OUTCOMES   
The CM presentation, resources and wellness app are designed to: Provide
healthier habits that can improve stress levels, Increase productivity in the

workplace,  Create awareness and understanding of both physical &
mentally feelings, improving overall wellness and connection to self and

others.

WELLNESS PRESENTATION
Overview  

 Our main goal and vision at CM Wellness is to make wellness

a standard to as many people as possible through simple healthy habits,

including

the work environment. 

 

What is Wellness? 

Is the active process of

becoming aware and making choices towards a healthy and

fulfilling life.  A state of complete

physical, mental and social well-being.
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BENEFITS   
 Creating simple and basic wellness can sometimes be overlooked. Research

shows by having a baseline of wellness you can live life with a strong
body/mind, sense of calmness, improve cognitive function and have energy

to help you stay focused and alert.   We will teach you the benefits on our
pillars of wellness. We keep it simple and focus on consistency which is key.

Our message is don’t make health complicated. 

MOVEMENT

Our bodies are designed to

move!   There are so many

benefits to moving our body.

NUTRITION

Food gives us energy, help us

recover and repair our

mind/bodies, so we can be at

our best

Find out more www.cmwellnessco.com.au 

MINDFULNESS

means paying attention to

the present moment &

learning to manage stress.

HYDRATION

We need to drink water and

stay hydrated as dehydration

causes many problems within

the body.

SLEEP

By improving your sleep it

truly sets you up each day to

manage your wellness.



Extra resources (For options B and C) 
CM Wellness App – Following the presentation team members are

provided with the opportunity to take what they have learnt and are given
their own wellness app/program which they will have access to for 12

months.   
This includes:  

Wellness score.   
Take home tools to improve and track overall wellness.   

Movement pillar (Flexibility, posture, functional movements, core)
-  individualised in Option C 

Mindfulness pillar (Breathing tools, mediations, affirmations, chair & mat
yoga) individualised in Option C 

Opportunities to log each pillar of wellness  Access to our wellness videos
to improve productivity

WELLNESS PRESENTATION
OPTIONS

Option A -
Our Tailored Wellness Presentation to your company/team

including understanding our 5 pillars of wellness with practical and theory
tools on breathing, meditations, posture exercises, sleep tips and healthy

lifestyle choices.
Option B-

Includes the above tailored Wellness presentation
plus each participant will take home a workbook and access to our Cm

wellness app with a our general program
Option C -

Includes the above tailored Wellness presentation
plus each participant receives a personalised program including a 15 minute

consultation tailored towards their wellness goals.
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CONTACT US 

E- Team@cmwellnessco.com.au

Chris - 0422 039 741

Marnie - 0401 064 132

Find out more www.cmwellnessco.com.au 


